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Abstract
Water losses, the portion of water introduced in a pipe network but not consumed by users, represent a significant problem in water
distribution system (WDS) management. Modern guidelines suggest to divide the pipe network in clusters, in order to compute
a water balance and measure water consumption by each group. These clusters are called district metered areas (DMAs). The
division of a pipe network in DMAs is usually realized with a visual exam supported by technical experience. This approach,
which is convenient for small WDSs, becomes difficult to apply to large WDSs characterized by thousands of user nodes and pipes.
Therefore, it is necessary to have an automatic tool to recognize the affinity degree of neighbouring nodes and to decide how to
assign a node to a particular DMA. We propose an automated approach to subdivide pipes, that only requires flow rates through
the network. The method has been tested to a large WDS often used as benchmark. The approach successfully divides the pipe
network in an acceptable number of DMAs. Each resulting DMA is characterized by a low number of external links and by a
proper number of users.
c 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the CCWI2013 Committee.
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1. Introduction
Modern management guidelines suggest to divide the water distribution network in districts (IWA 2007a,b). Each
district can be indipendently analyzed using flow meters and pressure trasducers to improve system knowledge, to
realize the water balance of the area, and to locate water losses. Such equipped district is also called district metered
area (DMA). Thus, a DMA is a set of nodes enclosed in specified and permanent boundaries defined in order to install
the smallest number of metering devices. DMAs identification is commonly realized using an empiric approach based
on technical experience (IWA 2007a) even if new methods, based on periodic acoustic surveys (Hunaidi 2012), graph
theory tools (Tzatchkov and Alcocer-Yamanaka V. H. Ortiz 2006), and multi-agent systems (Herrera et al. 2012) have
recently been proposed. The cited methods have a common limit: they become computationally expensive when
applied to large networks.
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Nomenclature

Q
modularity
m
number of network edges
Ai j
element of the adjacency matrix
Pi j
expected number of edges between nodes i and j in the network null model
δ (a, b) equal to 1 if a = b, 0 otherwise
ki
number of edges incident to node i
Wi j
element of the weights matrix
W
sum of the weights
sout
outcome strength of node i
i
sinj
income strength of node j
qi j
flow from node i to node j

In contrast, here we describe a procedure for the identification of DMA boundaries which is effective and fast for
WDSs of any size. Since WDSs are networks in which user connections, tanks and reservoirs are nodes, and pipes,
valves and pumps are links, our method draws inspiration from the community detection problem (Fortunato 2010),
a key topic of the complex network theory. Complex network theory has grown exponentially in recent years (Watts
and Strogatz 1998, Barabasi and Albert 1999, Albert et al. 2000, Strogatz 2001, Boccaletti et al. 2006). Its impressive
growth is due principally to two aspects: the availability of data regarding to large networks, like Internet (Faloutsos
et al. 1999), the World Wide Web (Albert et al. 1999), metabolic networks (Jeong et al. 2000) and citation networks (Redner 1998), and the development of tools to measure specific network characteristics (Albert and Barabasi
2002). Community detection aims to identify clusters of nodes in a generic network. A cluster is a set of nodes, also
called community, in which nodes are better connected with intracluster nodes (nodes of the same community) than
with extracluster nodes (nodes of another community).
In the following, after a description of the method proposed, an application to a large network (Ostfeld et al. 2008)
will be discussed.

2. Method
Community detection methods aim to attribute each node to a distinct cluster to achieve a configuration in which
intracluster nodes are well connected while nodes between two different clusters are not. In the last years many
methods have emerged (see Fortunato 2010) like graph partitioning (Kernighan and Lin 1970), partitional clustering (Hlaoui and Wang 2004), hierarchical clustering (Hastie et al. 2009), and spectral methods (Donath and Hoffman
1973). Modularity Q, a measure of clustering goodness introduced by Newman and Girvan 2004, evaluates the fraction of edges in the network that connects vertices of the same type (i.e., within-community edges) compared to the
expected value of the same quantity in a network with the same community divisions but with random connections
between the vertices (null model). Modularity is defined as
Q=

 

1 X
Ai j − Pi j δ Ci , C j ,
2m i j

(1)

where Ai j are the elements of the adjacency matrix, m
of edges, Pi j represents the expected
 the number

 number
 of
edges between nodes i and j in the null model, and δ Ci , C j is 1 if nodes are in the same community Ci = C j and
0 otherwise. Pi j is related to the joint probability that the same edge is connected to both i and j, i.e. Pi j = ki k j /2m,
where ki and k j are the numbers of edges incident with nodes i and j, respectively. Substituting Pi j in Eq. (1), the
latter becomes
!

ki k j 
1 X
Q=
Ai j −
δ Ci , C j ,
(2)
2m i j
2m
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with Q ∈ [0, 1]. A high value of modularity implies a good partition, while a low value entails partition of poor
quality, with Q = 0 if all nodes are in the same group.
Generally, a network is a set of nodes connected by links. It is possibile to add two kind of information to the links:
direction and weights (magnitudes). For WDS networks, direction and weight of links can consist of direction and
amount of flow rate in pipes. Thus Eq. (2) becomes (Newman 2004, Yook et al. 2001, Leicht and Newman 2008)

in 

sout
1 X 
 
i sj 
(3)
Q=
Wi j −
 δ Ci , C j ,
W ij
W
where Wi j is the non-symmetric weights matrix, W indicates the sum of weights, sout
and sinj represent the outcome
i
strength of node i and the income strength of node j, respectively; for the generic i-th node, they are evaluated as
P
P
in
sout
j Wi j and s j =
i Wi j .
i =
In order to obtain a set of communities characterized by a low number of points of incoming/outgoing flow, pipe
flows at a single instant, qi j , are chosen as weights of the Wi j matrix, where qi j is the unidirectional flow from node
i to node j. An aggregated indicator, as time-averaged flows, can be used in place of the flows at a single instant. In
this case an analysis of how community boundaries vary with changes can be relevant. The unidirectionality of the
flow ensures that q ji = 0 if qi j , 0. Therefore, the weights matrix reads
Wi j = qi j .

(a)

(4)

(b)

Fig. 1: (a) Modularity variation due to community aggregation. The red line shows the aggregation level at which
modularity begins to decrease - (b) User number of each community.
In Blondel et al. 2008, a fast and simple iterative algorithm for modularity evaluation is suggested. The method,
based on fast-greeding technique, has demonstrated very good performance and computational complexity linear in
the network size (Lancichinetti and Fortunato 2009). At the first step, each node is allocated to a different community.
Then, for the i-th node, the algorithm evaluates the raise in modularity that would take place by moving that node
from its community to another to which it is connected. The procedure goes on for all nodes till modularity no longer
increases. In the second step a new network is built. Such network, in which communities created in the first step are
nodes, is passed to the first step and so on. At the end of Blondel algorithm, although modularity is maximized, it is
possible that some of the resulting communities have a impractically small size. To overcome this limit, we propose
to go ahead in the aggregation procedure even if this could lower the modularity. Iteratively, the community with
the smallest modularity is merged with one of its adjacent communities. The aggregation which provides the highest
modularity is chosen in case of more than one adjacent community.
Diao et al. 2013 proposed a procedure based on Blondel approach. In particular they manually chose link weights
to ensure that the method creates a new DMA at the point where a smaller pipe splits off the larger transmission main.
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Thus DMA boundaries identification was influenced by the user’s choice of weights. In contrast, the method here
described uses flows as weights without any arbitrariness in the weight choice.
3. Application

The proposed approach was tested on the Battle of Water-Sensors Network 2 (BWSN2) (Ostfeld et al. 2008). The
network, consisting of 12’523 nodes and 14’822 pipes, has been chosen because it has already been used for DMA
creation methods by Savic et al. 2009 and Diao et al. 2013. In both works, the authors subdivide the networks in
DMAs.

(a) 43 DMAs - From Savic et al. 2009.

(b) 41 DMAs - From Diao et al. 2013.

(c) 41 DMAs - OCS case.

(d) 21 DMAS - ACS case.

Fig. 2: Case study network subdivided in DMAs.
Blondel algorithm provides good results, with 41 DMAs and a modularity Q = 0.90. The analysis has been
executed in 0.2 s using the online optimization tool provided by ISI Foundation (www.netcom-analyzer.org). The
analysis has been gone on, as described in previous section, performing community aggregation. Results displayed
in Fig. 1(a) show a slight decrease in modularity after the 20th aggregation level, that becomes much higher after the
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28th one. Modularity goes to zero after 40 aggregations, when only one district remains. Visually, the case at the
20th aggregation level has been identified as a good solution because of its high modularity, very close to the original
case, and the size of communities. In the following we refer to the original selection as Original Community Structure
(OCS, 41 communities), and to the aggregated case as Aggregated Community Structure (ACS, 21 communities).
Table 1: DMAs characteristics.
DMAs identification method

Savic et al. 2009
Diao et al. 2013
OCS
ACS

number of DMA

DMA with less than 500 user connections

DMA with more than 5000 user connections

41
43
41
21

1
3
10
4

2
1
5
8

The advantage of choosing ACS instead of OCS case lies in user connections distribution, that are points that
represent connection between domestic water plants and WDS. To satisfy user demands, water must be moreover
available with a suitable pressure. While in OCS case there are 10 DMAs with less than 500 connections and 5
larger than 5’000, in ACS, although there are 8 DMAs larger than 5’000 connections, only 4 DMAs have less than
500 connections (Fig. 1(b)), that is coherent with the others two works considered here (Tab. 1). Savic et al. 2009
manually redesigned the network dividing it into 43 DMAs,And as a result of these efforts three DMAs have less than
500 connections and only one more than 5’000. Diao et al. 2013 instead used an automatic procedure that gives 41
DMAs, only one of which has less than 500 connections and two more than 5’000 (Tab. 1). In Fig. 2 all the cited
districtualizations applied to BWSN2 network are showed. Boundaries are similar for all cases. The only differences
emerge in ACS case (21 DMAs), where smaller DMAs were aggregated in larger ones.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, the problem of DMA boundary identification has been faced using a complex network approach.
The method, a fast-greeding algorithm, has been used because of its simplicity and efficiency. In fact, it presents a
conceptual clarity that makes it easy to use; moreover it is one of the fastest algorithms in the field of community
detection. The application on a benchmark network (BWSN2) allowed for a comparison with other similar works.
Results are good, especially in terms of speed and quality. In fact the number of communities is acceptable and
community sizes are coherent with the number of users per DMA suggested by technical guidelines. The case here
described represents a good example of how complex network theory can provide novel useful methods to solve
classical engineering problems.
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